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QUESTION 1

A technician has been asked to apply an Application Sequence to call made from / to a non-SIP user who does not have
Session Manager Profile. 

Which sequence describes the steps that should be taken? 

A. Add an Avaya-SIP Communication Address to the user\\'s User Profile. Add a Session Manager Profile to the user\\'s
User Profile. Select appropriate Originating and Terminating Sequences for the user from the options in the new
Session Manager Profile. 

B. Create a new Implicit User rule. Define a number pattern that can be compared with dialed numbers. Select
appropriate Originating and Terminating Sequences to be applied when a match occurs. 

C. Navigate to the list of Application Sequences and select the sequence to apply to the non-SIP user. Add the user\\'s
extension number to the list of associated users. Select appropriate check box options to determine if the sequence
should be applied In originating mode, terminating mode or both. 

D. Create a new Non-SIP User Application Sequence Policy. Define the address and location of the non-SIP user.
Select appropriate Originating and Terminating Sequences for the non-sip user from the given options. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 2

How is request routed to a "Named" Application? 

A. Session Manager uses the phase tag of a route header of the incoming request and matches it to a dial pattern then
uses the associated Routing Policy. 

B. Session Manager uses the route header of the incoming request and matches it to a dial pattern then uses the
associated Routing Policy. 

C. Session Manager uses the Request URI of the incoming request and matches it to a dial pattern then uses the
associated Routing Policy. 

D. Session Manager uses the termination application sequence associated to the Communication Profile of the user to
route the request. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

Avaya products ensure that authentication credentials and file transfers are protected when sent across the network by
using which three methods? (Choose three) 

A. Telnet 

B. HTTPS 
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C. Secure Shell (SSH) 

D. Secure Copy (SCP) 

E. HTTP 

Correct Answer: BCD 

 

QUESTION 4

Shortly after an installation, SIP users in abc.com domain are registered but not able to call H.323 users in training.com
domain. When you run traceSM you see a "403 Forbidden" error when users try to call each other. 

What is the issue and which troubleshooting procedure will help you to identify and isolate the problem? 

A. Replication Failure: run initDRS to reinitialize the synchronization between system and session manager. 

B. Network Issue: status the Bandwidth usage to each location and make sure Call Admission Control is activated. 

C. Misconfigured Communication profile: Sip Users have not been associated to the CM endpoint. 

D. Incorrect Routing: verify domains were properly configured in System Manager, verify an adaption to modify the
secure/destination domain was created and applied to the appropriate sip entity. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 5

Review the error message in the installation log shown in the exhibit. What is the probable cause for initDRs to fail and
how can it be fixed? 

A. There is a non-bidirectional FQDN resolution between Session Manager and System Manager. Verify the enrollment
password used to initialize trust management has not expired 

B. There is a JMX connection error. Verify the enrollment password used to initialize trust management has not expired. 

C. There is a non-bidirectional FQDN resolution between Session Manager and System Manager. Verify that either the
System Manager or the Session Manager has updated DNS records or the hostnames have been added to the
/etc/hosts file on the Session Manager and the System Manager. 

D. There is a JMX connection error. Verify that either the System Manager or the Session Manager has updated DNS
records, or the hostnames have been added to the /etc/hosts file on the Session Manager and the System Manager. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 6
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In which configuration do multiple Session Manager Instances run for optimal redundant 

A. Active-Standby 

B. Supervisor Redundant 

C. Hot Standby 

D. Active-Active 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 7

Application definition allows system administrators to define and manage individual applications, each with their own
attributes? 

The definitions allow administrators to add one or such applications to which of the following? 

A. application programs 

B. application data sets 

C. application sequences 

D. application lists 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 8

Which three statements about a user\\'s profile are correct? (Choose three.) 

A. Branch Session Manager (BSM) association is set in the Session Manager Profile under the user\\'s Communication
Profile. If a primary Session Manager has been selected then assigning a BSM mandatory. 

B. Using the Endpoint Profile a user can be assigned a station on a Communication Manager that SMGR knows about. 

C. The difference between the \\'SMGR Login Password\\' and the \\'Shared Communication Profile Password is that
one allows the user to login to the SMGR web interface and the other allows them to authenticate at a device. 

D. A user may be assigned exactly one role. That single role can allow access to multiple resource types. 

E. User identity authentication (password checking) can be achieved by first configuring SMGR to communicate with an
LDAP server and then choosing the profile \\'Authentication Type\\' as \\'Enterprise\\'. 

Correct Answer: BCE 
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QUESTION 9

Company XYZ has a multi-location voice network. They have Session Manager at their main site and Avaya
Communication Manager (CM) and Cisco Call Manager at their branch locations. Which type of messages does
Session Manager send to the Avaya and Cisco PBX configured as SIP Entities to monitor their status? 

A. ENTITY 

B. LINK 

C. OPTIONS 

D. STATUS 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 10

Which header in the request is considered by Session Manager when it is trying to match a dialed number? 

A. Session Manager attempts to match the FROM header of a request to a defined dial pattern. 

B. Session Manager attempts to match to the header of a request to a defined dial pattern. 

C. Session Manager attempts to match the request-URI header of a request to a defined dial. 

D. Session Manager attempts to match the ROUTE header of a request to a defined dial pattern. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 11

The System Manager administrator must consider the implications of restoring System Manager Data. 

Which two restore-from-backup statements are true? (Choose two.) 

A. The restore operation will terminate all SIP sessions, and no SIP services will be available until the operation
completes. 

B. The restore operation will take a varying amount of time depending on the amount of data. 

C. The restore operation will be scheduled for a time when the network is not busy. 

D. The restore operation will over-write all System Manager data held in the repository. 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

 

QUESTION 12
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Which two statements about backing up System Manager (SMGR) product and user profile data are true? (Choose
two) 

A. It is used when moving user details from one SMGR to another SMGR in the Avaya Aura eco- system. 

B. It is made to a file location, either on or off the SMGR server. 

C. It is made to preserve user and other configuration data during a SMGR upgrade. 

D. It is used later when attempting to restore role definitions that may have become corrupted without affecting other
configuration changes made after the backup was taken. 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

 

QUESTION 13

What is validated when the Transport Layer Security (TLS) handshake and mutual TLS authentication is performed
between the SIP entity and Session Manager? 

A. entity link 

B. entity name 

C. domain 

D. certificate 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 14

An IMS type feature server has been installed by another administrator team. They have also configured session
manager to route all incoming calls for a user to be routed to the new feature server. It appears from running traces and
capturing network traffic that Session does indeed route the User\\'s incoming calls to the feature server, but that the
feature server does not appear to take any action besides returning the request back to Session Manager. 

Which field may be incorrectly configured? 

A. Application Handle 

B. Entity Link port 

C. Originating Application Sequence 

D. Terminating Application Sequence 

Correct Answer: A 
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QUESTION 15

A Configuration Manager instance has been set up by an inexperienced administrator. A SIP entity in the network is
failing on a regular basis and Session Manager sometimes does not detect the failure for up to 30minutes. 

Which two Session Manager Configuration fields could have been set incorrectly? (Choose two) 

A. Proactive cycle time. 

B. Reactive cycle time. 

C. Timer period 

D. Override port and transport with DNS SRV 

Correct Answer: AD 
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